Helm CONNECT :: Personnel

Meet Crew
Scheduling
Plan crew schedules, review crew changes
submitted by your assets, and approve or
adjust days worked.

“[We chose Helm CONNECT because]
we were unhappy with our current
system and Helm seemed more
streamlined and user friendly for
both vessel crew and office staff.

• Plan your crew schedules based on asset manning requirements
• Clearly see if crew are certified to work as you plan the schedules
• View schedules by date, by asset, by person, or across
your whole fleet

Additionally it seemed the Helm crew
was very helpful and updates were
plentiful (as well as room to grow
alongside our company). Our crew is
more eager to learn and use it - the

• Automatically notify your crew by email when schedules

storage of information is much cleaner
and more accessible than before.”

are created or adjusted
• Review, adjust, approve, or deny crew on/off events submitted by
your assets

- Joshua Vanasse
Assistant Engineer, Curtin Maritime

Some companies who use Helm software:

SuperPort Marine

To see how Crew Scheduling can help your business
visit helmoperations.com/bookademo
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Helm CONNECT :: Personnel

Meet Crew
Changes
Log crew changes, view crew certifications,
and report on sea time.

“[We chose Helm CONNECT because]
we were unhappy with our current
system and Helm seemed more
streamlined and user friendly for

• Log and submit scheduled or emergency crew changes from

both vessel crew and office staff.
Additionally it seemed the Helm crew

your assets
• Verify that your crew member’s certifications are up-to-date
when you log them onto an asset
• Use timesheets to view and make multiple crew changes

was very helpful and updates were
plentiful (as well as room to grow
alongside our company). Our crew is
more eager to learn and use it - the

• Review the history of all crew changes on your asset

storage of information is much cleaner

• Track and report on crew sea time

and more accessible than before.”

- Joshua Vanasse
Assistant Engineer, Curtin Maritime

Some companies who use Helm software:

SuperPort Marine

To see how Crew Changes can help your business
visit helmoperations.com/bookademo
1675

